APPLY NOW FOR GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES WITH VENICE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
20 UNIVERSITIES 4 CONTINENTS 14 COUNTRIES 1 NETWORK
Are you interested in traveling abroad to carry out research for your thesis?

Would you like to study at one of VIU’s member universities for a semester?

Would you like to gain work experience through an internship in Italy?

Students of VIU’s Globalization Program can apply for Worldwide Mobility for Thesis Research, Erasmus+ Mobility, and Internships in Italy. Host institutions include research centers, universities, cultural organizations and companies in Italy and abroad.
Worldwide Mobility for Research Internships

If you would like to travel abroad to carry out research for your thesis at a VIU member university, this program is for you.

You will participate in a semester of the Globalization Program of VIU, taking a minimum of two courses.

During the semester, in a series of group meetings you will receive advice from VIU tutors to support you in defining the research objectives of your thesis and the research you intend to carry out abroad.

The research internships are for a minimum of two months. Start and end dates of the mobility are fixed in collaboration with the host organization.

The selected students receive a VIU scholarship to contribute to the costs of travel and accommodation during the mobility period. The scholarships are in a range of €700 to €2,000 per internship.

Who can apply?

- Students enrolled in a Master’s degree (including Laurea Magistrale) at any VIU member university who intend pursuing research for their Master’s thesis

- Students enrolled in a 4-year Bachelor’s degree at any VIU member university, who intend undertaking a final research thesis/project for credit.

Evaluation and Selection of Candidates
Candidates submit a research project proposal, CV, transcript, and motivation letter.

- **Research project** (60%)
  Academic quality of the candidate, and of the research project proposal; innovativeness of the research; relevance of the theme addressed in the project to Globalization Program themes; availability of a suitable mentor in chosen destination

- **Academic performance** (30%)
  Based on the mid-term evaluation of the professors teaching the courses in the Globalization Program.

- **Participation in the co-curricular activities** (10%)
  The co-curricular program at VIU is an integral part of the VIU experience. Participation in **at least five** co-curricular activities is a prerequisite for selection in the Worldwide Mobility program.

VIU issues one call each semester.

**Timeline for 1st semester 2022-2023**

- **Deadline for applications:** September 9, 2022, 3:00pm (CEST)
- **Academic activities:** September 12 – December 16, 2022 (candidates must attend a minimum of two courses)
- **Intermediate submission of research project proposal:** October 23, 2022
- **Final submission of research project proposal:** December 11, 2022
- **Announcement of selected candidates:** December 15, 2022
- **Mobility period:** March-May or September–December, 2023

For further information:

https://www.univiu.org/study/globalization-program/internships/worldwide

globalization@univiu.org
Erasmus+ Mobility

Venice International University together with the member universities in Italy is an accredited Erasmus+ Mobility Consortium. The Consortium has been awarded Erasmus+ funds to support exchanges for the purpose of study, teaching and training between the Italian universities and select member universities of VIU. All Erasmus+ funded exchanges are to/from Italy.

Students at the Italian member universities participating in the E+ Mobility Consortium can apply for Erasmus+ grants to study or conduct thesis research at a VIU member university abroad.

Students at member universities in the EU can apply to their home university for Erasmus+ grants to support their studies in the VIU Academic Programs.

- Participating Universities in Italy
  Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia
  Università Iuav di Venezia
  Università degli Studi di Padova
  Università degli Studi di Roma “Tor Vergata”
  Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca

- Participating Universities in EU
  KU Leuven
  Ludwig Maximilians Universitaet
  Université de Bordeaux
  University of Ljubljana

- Participating Universities outside EU
  European University at St. Petersburg
  Tel Aviv University
  Stellenbosch University

The next call for applications is due to be published September 1, 2022.

Deadline: September 30, 2022
www.univiu.org/erasmus/calls

For further information:
www.univiu.org/erasmus

erasmus@univiu.org

Internship Program

If you are attending the Globalization Program and would like to gain work experience through an internship in Italy, this program is for you.

Who can apply?

- Students attending the Globalization Program and enrolled in a minimum of three courses.
- The opportunity is open to students of all degree levels.
- The opportunity is open to students of all member universities including exchange students of Ca’ Foscari, Iuav, Tor Vergata, Padova and Milano-Bicocca.

The internships are for a minimum of two months. Start and end dates are fixed in collaboration with the host organization.

The selected students receive a VIU scholarship of €700 to contribute to the costs of travel and accommodation during the internship period.

Evaluation and Selection of Candidates
Candidates submit a CV and motivation letter.

- Quality of the candidate (40%)
  Through an evaluation of the CV, motivation letter and interview. Language skills and compatibility of candidate with opportunities at host organizations are also considered.

- Academic performance (40%)
  Based on the mid-term evaluation of the professors teaching the courses in the Globalization Program.

- Participation in co-curricular activities (20%)

VIU issues one call each semester. The next call for applications is due to be published September 1, 2022,

Deadline: October 30, 2022

For further information, including list of host organizations:
https://www.univiu.org/study/globalization-program/internships/in-italy

globalization@univiu.org